How to Handle Logistics During Chinese New Year
With Chinese New Year approaching fast workers will travel
throughout the country to return to their families and celebrate the
New Year, with all manufacturing shutting down for the duration.
The country will celebrate from Feb. 15 -21 but most factories will stop
operations until March 2.
For U.S. companies importing or exporting goods from/to China this
can be a considerable challenge.
“Planning and preparation are key to effectively navigating and
managing challenges that could occur during the Chinese New Year,”
said Frank Guenzerodt. “By implementing a few critical steps in
advance of the holiday, shippers can avoid unnecessary bottlenecks
and continue business with little or no interruption.”
One to two weeks before CNY, factories will speed up their production
causing a surge of freight. During CNY they will close down completely.
Production will resume after and be back to normal one to two weeks
after the holidays.
There are two celebrations that occur during this time, the Official
Holiday and the Traditional Holiday. It is due to this that some factories
will finish earlier than others and take longer vacations. Some suppliers
are off for more than a month.
Guenzerodt outlines what can happen during this time and how to
prepare for it.

How to Handle Logistics During Chinese New Year
How CNY can affect your business:
--Longer production and quotation times: Production time will be
delayed and quotation requests will be processed slower.
--Decreased staff: Some factory workers decide not return to their
workplace after the holidays. This high turnover means that previously
estimated production times may need to be extended.
--Production queues: The later that orders are submitted, the further
back in the production queue they will placed. With one month worth
of orders backed up, factories will first process orders from their
preferred partners.
How you can prepare:
--Build up sufficient stock, considering a period of up to four weeks
after Chinese New Year.
--Provide a forecast of your expected cargo to your shipper’s
representative.
--Inform your shipper about your priority shipments, in case there are
only very limited spaces.
--Reserve space on passenger flights for shipments which cannot be
delayed. The rates are slightly higher but this measure will keep your
supply chain running.

New warehouse in Sweden
With the expansion of business,
Premiere Logistics has established
a new distribution center in
Sweden. The warehouse is located
in the western Industrial Estate on
the outskirts of Gothenburg,
Sweden. Premiere Logistics
occupies the office space above
the warehouse itself, with the
warehouse being operated by
different company.

The warehouse location is within
a reasonable distance away from
GOT airport and Gothenburg
seaport, which distance by 36KM
and 11KM respectively. Which
able to control the transportation
time of these two ports around
half an hour, providing time
benefits to our partners. Also, it is
very efficient for both air and sea
cargo. For air cargo, it only take
around 28 minutes from the
warehouse to GOT airport. And
only take around 11 minutes. It
opens up the capability to handle
some urgent cargo delivery from
warehouse to the ports.

Except for the geographic advantage,
the security facility of the
warehouse is also worth mentioning.
The office area is accessed via an
electronic lock mechanism. Doors
are alarmed with contract switched
linking to Securitas (outsourced
security company). And there is one
police station very near the
warehouse, on 2.4 km, 4 mins
driving by car. Also, the warehouse
area we will use is only visited
during the day time by the company
of staffs.
Moreover, the warehouse has both
a surveillance camera and a heat
sensor to protect the storage area.
Two cameras inside the
warehouse and these are effectively
cover all entry/exit doors/windows
to the warehouse, including the
dock doors. And planned one more
camera will specify monitoring
premiere cargo, enhancing the
security level. The surveillance
camera is HD version and can follow
the object by a certain distance. And
the heat sensor system is very
sensitive to detecting target, even a
small animal running across the
camera is still able to chase it and
identify it.

Furthermore, as mention above, the
heat sensor is installed and active
24/7. If any fire accident hall, the
heat camera turns red the fire spot
could be seen from the camera
inside, and the duty person calls the
fire brigade directly. And according
to research, heat sensors will have a
quicker response time than smoke
detectors.

Container shipping fleets facing
heavy delays at port
Container shipping, the backbone of the global
trading system, is showing signs of fatigue as the
pandemic descends into its darkest days. Carriers
reaping the biggest profits in at least a decade are
struggling to operate reliably as bottlenecks worsen
around ports from southern England to Shanghai,
contorting supply chains for everything from car
parts to cosmetics and medical equipment.
Just 50.1% of container vessels arrived on time in
November, down from 80% a year earlier and the
lowest level in records dating to 2011, according to a
service reliability index compiled by Copenhagenbased Sea-Intelligence. From Asia to North America,
on-time arrivals dropped below 30%, less than half
the long-run average globally.

Delays can add costs, induce operational headaches
and restrain revenue for the shippers of cargo -companies like Costco Wholesale Corp. The Issaquah,
Wash.-based chain of 803 warehouse-size stores on
four continents expects the situation involving
container shortages and late deliveries to persist for
a few more months.

Container shipping fleets facing
heavy delays at port
Slowly clogging up since September, the main artery
for trade between China and the U.S. is still choked.
Anchored off the coast of California over the
weekend were almost 20 container ships waiting to
offload at Los Angeles and Long Beach, up from
about a dozen at the end of November.
The Port of Los Angeles expects to handle 152,000
inbound containers this week -- a 94% increase from
the same week a year ago.
The world's top container line, Copenhagen-based
A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S, this month called the
challenges "the most dramatic stress test of the past
75 years." Other industry representatives say there
are multiple reasons on land why the system is
straining, like trucker shortages, surging e-commerce
purchases or Brexit stockpiling.

Kawasaki Heavy Industries builds the world’s
1st liquefied hydrogen receiving terminal
Kawasaki Heavy Industries has completed Kobe LH2
Terminal (Hy touch Kobe), the world’s first liquefied
hydrogen receiving terminal. The terminal was built for the
CO2-free Hydrogen Energy Supply-chain Technology
Research Association (HySTRA). Operation testing has
started at the facility, which will be used for a
demonstration test for an international hydrogen energy
supply chain to transport liquefied hydrogen from Australia
to Japan.
The project is named Demonstration Project for
Establishment of Mass Hydrogen Marine Transportation
Supply Chain Derived from Unused Brown Coal and is
subsidized by the New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO).
Kobe LH2 Terminal accommodates a 2,500 m3 volume
spherical liquefied hydrogen storage tank – the largest of
its kind in Japan – including a loading arm system specially
designed for transferring liquefied hydrogen between landbased facilities and ships.

Kawasaki Heavy Industries builds the world’s
1st liquefied hydrogen receiving terminal
The storage tank enables long-period storage of cryogenic
liquefied hydrogen reduced to a temperature of -253°C and
one eight-hundredth its initial volume. The tank features a
double-shell vacuum-insulation structure, comprising inner
and outer shells with a vacuum-sealed layer in between to
prevent heat transfer from the outside.

Additionally, the tank adopts a spherical design, which is
the best shape for reducing heat transfer.
Kawasaki said that performance tests conducted for the
Kobe LH2 Terminal tank confirmed high thermal insulation
capability and functional stability.
“Kawasaki will utilize liquefied hydrogen storage tank
technologies developed through this project to pursue
even larger-sized tanks in the future, with the aim of
realizing the high-volume hydrogen transport technologies
necessary to achieve a hydrogen society,” the company
said.

British Airways’ UK cargo workers call off first three
days of strike
British Airways’ cargo handlers in the UK have called off the first
three days of strike action that were due to start today. The
handlers had been planning nine days of discontinuous strike
action, but this has now been reduced to six (see updated
timetable below).
It is understood the move is down to progress in talks between
Unite the union and the company. The union tweeted: “We’ve
called off the first three days of the BA cargo workers strike, due to
start today, to help ensure that a final resolution agreeable to all
parties can be reached in the coming days.”
Late last year, more than 840 British Airways cargo workers,
predominantly based at Heathrow airport, voted in favour of strike
action over changes to pay and conditions.
The first strike took place over the Christmas period. Unite claims
that workers face pay cuts of between 20-25% as well as changes
to their terms and conditions.
An IAG spokesperson said the strike comes at a time when IAG
Cargo is transporting critical supplies around the world and the
aviation industry has been hit hard by the global pandemic. IAG
claimed proposal would see around half of cargo workers’ salaries
rise, with no one else taking more than a 10% pay cut.
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